
CCTV & surveillance products from Panasonic.

Panasonic Security and Digital Imaging Company, Security Systems Group, is the world's leading supplier of

surveillance and security systems products. Panasonic CC1V and surveillance products offer the highest levels

of technology, performance and quality. In addition, Panasonic makes the most reliable CCTV products in the

industry; it's the company security professionals select most often for reliable CCTV and surveillance products.

All compelling reasons to select Panasonic to keep a closer eye on your home or business.

'A" CCD
B&W camera

111).

WV-BP134. Incorporates
a Y3" CCD interline
transfer pickup device
with 252,000 pixels
producing 380 lines of
horizontal resolution.

High sensitivity of 0.06 lux at f1.2. Selectable BLC, S/N
ratio of 46dB. VD2 lock for roll -free camera switching over
a single coaxial cable. Requires 24VDC power supply
(shown below) and lens #980-1389 or #980-1390. Size
29/6x2'h x4'3/16". Weight .97 lbs. 980-1372 ....149.99

1h" variable focal
length zoom lens
3.5mm (fixed -iris)
WV-LZF61/2. Use this lens with 1.3"
CCD cameras. Lens features aperture
settings of f1.4 (wide), f2.0 (tele). 3.5 to

6mm focal length. CS -mount, 0.3m minimum objective
distance. Horizontal field of view: 35.1" to 75.3". Vertical
field of view: 26.4" to 57.0". Size 2/6x / 6x 2r. Weight
.24 lbs. 980-1389 79.99

1h" CCD
B&W camera
WV-BP334. Features
digital signal processing
for superior edge
enhancement and detail
reproduction. 13"CCD

interline transfer pickup device with 570 lines of
horizontal resolution. High sensitivity of .08 lux at f1.4.
S/N ratio of 46dB. VD2 lock for roll -free camera
switching over a single coaxial cable. Requires 24VDC
power supply (shown below) and lens #980-1389 or
#980-1390. Size 29/6x 25/ x413/6". Weight .97 lbs.

980-1373 249.99

i'A" variable focal
length zoom lens
3.5mm (auto -iris)
WV-LZF62/2. For use with all 1.3"
CCD cameras. Lens features aperture
settings of f1.4 (wide), f2.0 (tele). 3.5

to 6mm focal length. CS -mount, 0.3m minimum
objective distance. Horizontal field of view: 35.1" to
75.3". Vertical field of view: 26.4" to 57.0". Size
2Ax2/6 x2'/13. Weight .24 lbs.
980-1390 214.99

9" diagonal B&W monitor
WV-BM990. Features 800 lines of horizontal resolution,
easy -access front -panel controls, fixed scanning and is rack
mountable. 1 video input. Size 81&x8"/6x105/6". Weight
11.5 lbs. 980-1383 159.99

B&W camera in PIR-
style housing
WV-BF300. This covert camera
has the look of a PIR sensor, yet
can operate clearly in low light, as
low as 2.1 -lux. Unobtrusive
passive infrared motion detector.
380 lines resolution. Includes AC
adapter. Size 37hx23/,x 1". Weight
.25 lbs. 980-1375 199.99

Color camera in
PIR-style housing
WV-CF400. Records in full color
for quicker, more reliable
identification. Features interline
transfer CCD with digital
signal processing. 3.61x2.72mm
(HV) image area. Minimum
illumination of 42 lux at f2.8. 330

lines resolution. Includes AC adapter. Size 3%x23/4x 1".
Weight .25 lbs. 980-1377 299.99

Panasonic

:c, 1%1M1
1/C" CCD
color camera
WV-CP234. Features
A"CCD interline transi
pickup device with 380,0
pixels producing 480 lines
horizontal resolution. S
ratio of 50dB. NTSC camE

system. Pickup device: 768x494 pixels, interline trans
CCD. Scanning area: 4.92x3.70mm(HV). High sensitiv
of 2 lux at f1.4. Selectable C/CS mount. Selectable norn
and digital backlight compensation. Requires 24V[
power supply (shown below) and lens #980-1389
#980-1390. Size 29/i6x 25Ax4'3/6". Weight 1.04 lbs.

980-1374 369.!

SecureGuard

24VAC power suppl3
VA -240. For use with Panasor
CCD cameras (#980-137
#980-1373 and #980-1374).
980-1405 12.c

14" diagonal B&W monitor
WV-BM1410. Features 1000 lines of horizontal resolutioi
Viewable image size is 1211/6". Easy -access front-pam
controls and is rack mountable. Video input and outpr
1Vp-p/75 via BNC connector. 2% or less distortion. Siz
1213/6x12%x 127,6". Weight 22 lbs. 980-1384... 299.9'

B&W smoke detector type camera
WV-BF320. Features interline transfer CCD installed in a smoke detector "look -alike"
housing. The camera is capable of reproducing a useable video signal in a minimum
illumination of .5 lux and at least a 380 -line horizontal resolution. 3.61 x2.72mm (HV)
image area. AC adapter included. Size 113/6x 51/6". Weight .35 lbs.
980-1376 199.99

Color smoke detector -type camera
WV-CF420. The camera is capable of reproducing a useable video signal in a minimum
illumination of 10 lux at f2.8 and at least a 330 -line horizontal resolution. Full -color
image for quicker, more certain identification. Features both electronic light control and
automatic gain control. 3.61x2.72mm (HV) image area. AC adapter included. Size
1'3/6x 5'/6". Weight .35 lbs. 980-1378 299.99

Mini color surface wedge housing w/vari-focal lens
PCV4. Vari-focal 4-8mm lens provides a clear viewing surface and mounts to ceiling or
wall. Has universal board camera mount. 3.61x2.72mm (HV) image area. 10 -bit DSP,
330 -line high resolution. 5 lux at f2.0 minimum illumination. 12VDC power supply. Size

x 1 Weight .35 lbs. 980-1380 389.99

5" color surface -mount dome with vari-focal lens
PCV2. Vari-focal 4-8mm lens for low -profile surveillance. This unit has a clear viewing
window and mounts to ceiling or wall. 3.61x2.72mm (HV) imaging area. 10 -bit DSP,
330 -line high resolution. 5 lux at f2.0 minimum illumination. 12VDC power supply. Size
,fix 11A2". Weight .35 lbs. 980-1379 389.99

All Panasonic products on this page carry a 3 -year limited warranty from the manufacturer.


